TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

SECTION COR. 28 1/2  T 3 N  R 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: GLO 3N10 PG 25

MAPS
- F-40-160 10 98
- F-40-182 33 350
- A-176 4 98
- A-305 5 90

CONDITION

FOUND: 11" AXLE

FIELD CONDITION (1970)

16' Pine N24°W 34'82"
16' Pine N18°W 34'88
16' Pine S38°W 76'98
10' Pine S45°W 77'2" BK 4 PG 98
56' Spruce S70°E 70'11" BK 4 PG 98

ABOVE DIST TO FACE OF TREE

COMMENTS: 16' Pine N24°W 34'82" New 23" FACE HEALED 8-1-94

COMMENTS: 16' Pine S38°W 76'98" New 19" FACE HEALED 8-1-94

REWITNESS

SET IN CONCRETE & TILE 1972

1 SET 2" Iron Pipe with 3" Brass Cap over 1" AXLE

NEW ACCESSORY:

40 feet

Hat Section

1 st Post N.

6" Corner Location

COMMENTS: Corner is located 7 feet South of ditch line P.T.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Al Duncan G. Arthur 1972

George Urwey R. Knipple 1972

Eagle Arthur

DATE: 1-20-70 PHOTO:

* = County corner tag affixed.